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SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT EDITOR

David Lee Valle explains how Louisiana-based Tac One Ops, a
501(c)(3) specializing in retraining military and police veterans for film
and television productions, gets the job done. “We train military and
police veterans for film industry jobs and then help them find work as
actors, extras, consultants, set firearm experts, and a variety of  other film
and TV production positions.” 

He continues, “We’re able to use the skills and discipline that they
learned on the job while in the service and merge it with training from
veterans in the film and television industry.”

Valle explains that Tac One Ops also gives veterans a chance to use
their specialized training in weapons and tactics to provide true, profes-
sionally-trained experts on any film or TV set needing such skills. He
emphasizes that safety always is a top priority when using any type of
weapons on set, which is why they prefer to use their veterans, all of
whom are well trained and disciplined on firearm use and safety, as well
as precision driving.

Intense “boot camps” are an integral part of  Tac One Ops, using top
industry experts to train the veterans and give them the proper prepa-
ration needed to get a job or role in the highly competitive film indus-
try. Such training covers a wide useful range, including set armorer and
firearms instruction, stunts and hand-to-hand combat, and SWAT, SRT
[Special Response Team], and “team” unit acting. 

Training also addresses basic acting and production, camera opera-

Y ou see them everywhere, from
Criminal Minds to The Mental-
ist to CSI—SWAT team

members and special ops agents
running around with lots of  gear and
purpose. Often background actors
because of  the lack of  lines, these
specialists are trained and outfitted
professionals, often coming from mili-
tary and civilian services. 

tion, and filming. Tac One Ops plans to produce a short film that uses
all the veterans enrolled in the classes to achieve “hands-on” experience
in film production. Valle assures, “We will use local vendors and film
services for this production as a way to introduce our team to the
Louisiana film industry.”

The Tac One Ops team is composed of  military and civil active duty
personnel as well as film industry professionals. Team members are
experts in standard and specialized civil protection, defense, combat, and
weapons procedures, and also are available for consulting and training
for actors and extras. Tac One Ops also has the ability to provide
weapons, police and military props, and military and police vehicles to
TV or film productions.

If  you have special wardrobe needs, Tac One Ops can help here, too. 
“We have recently acquired a full warehouse of  brand new police and

law enforcement uniforms,” says Valle. From police shirts to State
Trooper uniforms, Tac One Ops has all sizes and styles and also has a
collection of  jackets, rain gear, hats, and ties. 

“We also have both Class A uniforms and BDUs [Battle Dress
Uniforms],” he iterates, “and even possess some historic battle gear and
provide specialized consulting in these areas.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT TAC ONE OPS AT BOOKING@
TACONEOPS.COM, OR VISIT WWW.TACONEOPS.COM.
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